
Firmware version 25/10/2018 BT Pro 

 
 

 
Improved compatibility with TFT/KTM systems. 
For the owner of BMW TFT/KTM my Ride systems, now when you chose the “FM radio” mode you 
will be automatically disconnected from the dashboard and you will be able to listen the FM radio. 
When you are listening the FM radio, is possible anyway to receive phone calls, but will not be 
possible listen to the music or the audio from the Application coming from the dashboard; as soon 
as you will be back in “Phone” mode, you will be automatically reconnected to the dashboard and 
all the sources will be available again. We remind to the owner of these systems, that after the 
firmware upgrading, it is necessary activate the “BMW/KTM” mode always by the software BT Pro 
Updater, clicking on the button “Special compatibilities” 

 
 
Introduce the double click command on central button, in “Phone” mode. 
it is now possible open the intercom communication to the person paired on the central button, 
also in “Phone” mode. Thanks to the double click on the central button, you can easily open the 
intercom, while you are listening or sharing the music. It will be enough only one click on the 
central button, to close the intercom and get automatically resumed the music or the music 
sharing. We remind you that to have the automatically resume of the music after an interruption, 
you must activate the music from the BT Pro and not from the external device. 
 

 
Only for the BTX1Pro owners, if you now pair a Navigation System (Tom Tom Rider, Garmin Zumo, 
BMW Navigator) on the “VOL-“button and you have activated the background function, the voice 
guidance of the GPS will not be anymore shared to the passenger. 
 
General bug fixing. 
 
We remind you that you can find many tutorial video available on our YouTube channel: 
https://www.youtube.com/user/midlandcom/videos 
 

 

 


